breathe at the same time. Our languages shape our thinking and cultural identity in many ways, but environment also shapes speech. Languages in warm, wet, wooded regions tend to have more vowels and fewer consonants. Languages that emerged at altitude have more words with a strong expulsion of air in the consonants.
Tonality in languages (in which a word has different tones that change meaning) is important. The emergence of non-tonal languages over the past 50,000 years -Homer's Greek was tonal, modern Greek is not -might have influenced the spread of two gene variants involved in brain growth, according to a 2007 study (D. Dediu and D. R. Ladd Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 104, 10944-10949; 2007) . So words also shape our inheritance.
Vince has a lot to say about words. The average response rate between speakers during a conversation is 200 milliseconds. But it takes 600 milliseconds for the signal to go from ears to brain, to understanding, to the preparation of a response and its transmission. Thus, conversation must rely on a sophisticated prediction system that commits a large part of the brain to both speaking and listening. Language, writes Vince, "gives us an unparalleled ability to convey an infinity of ideas. We use it mainly to talk about ourselves."
Of course we do. Humans might not be so much Homo sapiens as Homo narcissus, the self-absorbed species. Yet all of our capacities together have, in their different ways, endowed us with the capacity to become a super-organism. We are now a globally connected urban species, outsourcing our brains to computers, increasingly to artificial intelligence and (so far) to nine billion robots. We have begun the Anthropocene, and our demands on the planet are not sustainable. That could usher in a new dark age, or a global order in a new shared civilization. We transcend our evolutionary beginnings.
Vince dubs this emerging species Homo omnis, or Homni for short. Her chosen analogue for such a biological super-organism is not flattering: it is the slime mould, in which single cells coalesce as one to move on. The fortunate are protected at the centre; those on the margin become vulnerable to environmental change. Which sounds disturbingly like us.
Many aspects of Transcendence have been explored before. And, with that wealth of palaeoanthropological and other research to draw from, most of the chapters become a mosaic of tersely introduced evidence. Read it anyway. It is at least 22 times more memorable than many textbooks, and a good story without -so far -a happy ending.
Tim Radford is a former science editor of The Guardian. His book The Consolations of Physics is published by Sceptre. e-mail: radford.tim@gmail.com
The First Cell Azra Raza Basic Books (2019) Each year, the United States spends US$150 billion on treating cancer. Yet as oncologist Azra Raza notes in this incisive critiquecum-memoir, the treatments remain largely the same. Raza wants to see change: eliminating the first cancer cell rather than "chasing after the last", which is doable with current technologies. Meanwhile, she braids often-harrowing stories of patients, including her own husband, with insights gleaned from laboratory and literature on this complex, often confounding array of diseases. Barbara Kiser
Rebel Star Colin Stuart Michael O'Mara (2019)
This compelling portrait of the Sun packs in facts while speculating on gaps in our knowledge. Astronomy journalist Colin Stuart traces the arc of discovery from the fourth-century bc heliocentricism of Aristarchus of Samos through solar spectroscopy, star formation and nuclear fusion, the "epic journey" of sunlight to Earth and more. The Sun is both bountiful and belligerent, he reminds. Solar power could make 87% of countries energy self-sufficient -but the next big solar storm could send our electrical infrastructure into meltdown.
The Queens of Animation
Nathalia Holt Little, Brown (2019) The early hand-drawn animations of Walt Disney Studios remain a technological wonder. Few know, however, of the company's female virtuosi, who from the 1930s on injected nuance into characters from Bambi to a panoply of princesses. In her gripping corrective, Nathalia Holt ushers these animators and story developers into the limelight: Bianca Majolie, Sylvia Holland, Retta Scott, Grace Huntington and Mary Blair. Particularly in the early years, Holt shows, they paid a high price to work, forced to battle harassment in mostly male teams.
Scatterbrain
Henning Beck Greystone (2019) The human brain at work, notes neuroscientist Henning Beck, is sloppy -and that is precisely what makes us creative powerhouses. Beck's coolly amusing narrative takes us through forgetting, pigeonholing, distraction and deep into creativity. He explores how idle wool-gathering is more conducive to creativity than is 'efficient' thinking, and the uncannily similar way in which true and false memories are generated in the brain. His is a hopeful message, ultimately. If we don't err, we don't change. So: "stay fallible".
Inventing Tomorrow
Sarah Cole Columbia University Press (2019) H. G. Wells was, asserts scholar Sarah Cole, a pioneer adept at "rescaling the cosmos and humanity's place in it". He straddled the border between science and literature, but not all his complexities were benign: he both repudiated racism and for some time shamefully ascribed to ideas on eugenics. Cole adroitly captures Wells, from his mould-breaking books (such as the 1895 science-fiction classic The Time Machine and 1920 Outline of History) to his unlikely intellectual kinship with subtle modernists such as Virginia Woolf. Nature | Vol 574 | 31 October 2019 | 625
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